
 
Week At A Glance 

PK 4 Ms. Kim 
March 30-April 3 

 
 

Monday       30 
  
Scholastic Learn 
At Home Website 
Week 1- Day 1 
Animal Studies - 
Rabbits 
 
April Weather 
Graph 

Tuesday         31 
 
Math notebook # 
16 (attached) 
 
 
 
 
April Weather 
Graph 

Wednesday       1 
 
Scholastic Learn 
At Home Website 
Week 2- Day 9 
Social Studies - 
Trash & Recycling 
 
April Weather 
Graph 

Thursday          2 
 
Journal -
Something that 
starts with Ww 
(attached) 
 
 
April Weather 
Graph 
 

Friday             3 
 
The Little Bird -  
Counting in order 
(attached) 
 
 
 
April Weather 
Graph 
 

 

Skills: Letters, sounds, numbers, patterns, charting & graphing as well as story comprehension, response and 

prediction 

*As we begin week 2 of distance learning the theme will be Spring.  The letter of the week will be Ww and our 

math notebook number, which continues to help identify numbers and the quantities that go with it, will be 16. 

We will also continue reviewing the range of numbers between 0-20.  The pattern for the month of April will be 

ABC, three things in a repetitive order (ie: red, blue, yellow…).  In religion, the bible story will be “The Story of 

Easter”.  There will be a video link to watch this.  Skill pages needed for daily activities, listed on the above 

calendar, are attached along with additional practice pages.  Suggestions for games, hands on, and art 

activities are also included.  I will also continue to include links for the Scholastic Learn At Home (suggested 

activities on the above calendar that will help reinforce story comprehension, response, and prediction) and 

ABC Mouse (individual choice) websites for those who would still like to access these.  On-line with Ms. Kim 

will also be available through a link sent separately during the week.    

 

Please feel free to print what you would like from the variety and categories below: 

First Choice Attachments (if picking and choosing): Found on the above calendar as daily suggestions in 
addition to the Scholastic Learn At Home website activities   

*April Weather Graph - Can be done everyday, choosing three colors to repeat and practice the ABC pattern 
(remind your child to color from the bottom up) 

*Math Notebook - Number 16 

*Journal - Something that starts with Ww (draw and color a picture, write a word or two describing the picture)  

*The Little Bird - Counting in order cut and paste 

*Religion - Watch link  



Additional Attachments: 

*Ww - Find, circle, trace and write the letter  

*Ww - Find and color the pictures that begin with Ww 

*Let’s Take a Number Walk 

 

Games, Hands On, Art Activities: 

*Practice writing numbers and the letter Ww in salt, sugar, shaving cream… 

*Make the letter Ww using playdoh 

*Art - W is for worm (attached - template is made to have enough for more than one child, please use what you 
need) 

*Art - Easter egg color or paint with watercolors page 

 

On-line with Ms. Kim: 

*W book - Worm’s Wagon (link to be sent separately) 

 

Happy Learning! 

 

Ms. Kim 


